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The liavstar Global Positioning Systemis a liqhlT AcoarAte, space baaed navigation systemprovldiaq all veather, 24
hour-a-dayservice to both Rllltary andclvlllu users. Thellavstar systm provldoa A Gauslan position solution vitb
four satellites, each providing its ephmaris and clock offset vith re_l_t to GI_ tins. Currently, GPSis bulldlnq
tovards the full 24 satellite constellation.
The GPSMaster Control Station (X_) is cSarqed vlth tracking each lavstar spacecraft and precisely deflalng the
ephemeris and clock parameters for upload lnto the vehicle's navigation |esaage. This paper briefly describes the
llavstar system and the I(alnan Filter estimtton process used by the I_S to detemtne, predict, and quality control each
satelllte's epheaerls and clock states. ]outlne performanceis short. _lmn Filter reaction and response is discussed
for anonalous clock behavior and traJectorT perturbations.
Particular Attention Is given to _S efforts to inprove orbital adjust _lellng. The satellite out of service tins
due to orbital naneuverinq has been redu_d in the pest year iron four days to under twelve hours. The planning,
reference traJectorT nodel, and _lnan Filter sanaqe|ent taproveaents are explained.
Finally, this paper vlll s_marlze the future york to improve _ Filter and orbital adjust performance.
Ilecooneadatlons viii be _le for future system requiring precise epluerldes.
L_I_O_ION
The Navstar Global Positioning S_ten (GPS) Is a satellite based radlonavlgatlon s_tes providing vorld_de all
veatber coverage to both civilian and nllltar? users. TheJavstar system la'onlsee a revolution In all activities
requiring precise navigation or positioning. GI_ sl_ds HI1 provide the precise positioning service to authorized
users of 16 asters spherical error probable (S_) and 1N rater circular error probable (_l_) to staudard positioning
service custoaers. The standard positioning se_lce is subject to change according to United States national
interests. GPSis sade up of three secants. The spa_ secant consists of the orbiting satellites and provides L-Band
sisals vitb nodulated data to the vorld. The User seqmnt represents the customers vhe receive and utilize the
navigation data. Finally, the control secant co|glees s systes of L-Bandmnitor stations, S-band ground antennas, and
a control center to aonltor the satellites health and periodically upload new navtQatlon paranetem. GPSis cu_ently
the largest satellite constellation dedicated to a single purpose, and it's still growing to the planned 24 ntelllte
constellation consisting of 21 satellites and three on-orbit spares. The later Control Station (KS), located at Falcon
hit Force Base is responsible for the salntanance of the GPSsatellites and their payload. The navigation payload of
each satellite is re_larly updated _th orbital paramters, atoatc frequency standard states, and al|anac data for
broadcast to the user comnnlt% This paper rill briefly describe the l_t_" system, the _mant and organization
of the l_S, and the l_almn Filter algorltlm ned by the ]ES. The paper rill go on to describe the ways in vhlch the M_S
manages those algorithms, l_ontsal performance as yell as perforate _uder ano|alons coaitiou vlll be discussed.
The improvement in orbital adjust modeling viii he explained.
TB£ll_¥STk]lSYST]_
The GPS satellites operate at an altitude of approxlmtely 21183 1_ in a near circular orbit vlth a 12 hoe
semlsynchronons orbit. Orbit inclination for the operational satellites Is _5 d_e_'ees. Each satellite transmits t_o
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L-Bandslqnals. TheL1 si@al is a radio carrier frequencyof 1575.42ll]]z. TheL1 siqnal Is nMxlulatedby rye paendo
randm noise (PIN) codesknovnu the courseacquisition (C/A) andprecision (P) codesvhlcb are In phasequadraturewith
each other. The P code is a PD #treu of 11.23 Ilblts per second comparedto the CIA code's rate of 11.23 l_lta per
second. The £2 carrier operates at a frequency of 1227.6 )IHxand nsmlly only contaln_ the P code. Both the P and CIA
P_ codes conl_Llnthe nmdulated data representlnq the navigation mensaqefrom the tranmlttlnq satellite. This
navlqatlon mssaqe Is transferred at a rate of 51 bits per second. The navlqatlon messaqecontains the satelllte's clock
offsets frm GPStime, the satelltte's precise ephemeris,andcoursea]nauscinformation for the entire operational GPS
constellation. Other p_meters are included In the navlqatlon messageto indicate the health of the GI_ satellite, give
slnqle frequency users ionospheric correction lnforantlon, and provide Universal Time. Users can either receive the
slnqle CIA code, or use the CIA code to acquire the P codes on L1 and L2, All clocks in the _vstar System are
synchronized to GPStlm.
Once the user reads the navlqatlon messaqe frm each of the vlslble tracklnq satellites, the user can synckrouize
his tim to GPStiJe. calculate the apparent rwje to the satellite, and solve for position nsl_J the fomula:
_o_l_eree
(XI,¥t.Zt) T
(Xu,Yu.Zu) T
eei
= Satellite Inertial Position
= User Inertial Position
- lonospherlcally Corrected User Pseodorange Heasure_ent
From The i'th satellite
e The Speed of Light
_/u - User Clock Offset from GPS TLme
Since the satellite lnertlal positions at a given GPStlme are derlved from the navlqatlon message and pseudoranqe
|ensured from the P_ code time differences, the only unknolmsare the user's inertial posltlon nnd the user's clock
actual offset from GPStile. Since their are four unlined, four pseudoran_e mennrements from four different satellites
are required to find the user's lnertlal posttlon and clock offset. Table I shoYs the specifications for GPSuser
accuracy co=pared vttb other marl!latium systeJS. Obvlonsly for this systm to york properly, ]movledge of the
satelllte's ephemrt# and clock offsets _th respect to GPStfme must be precise. The GPSOperational Control Seqment
(OCS)is charqed Htb keept_j the .avtqatlon message accurate and the spacecraft In qood operating condition.
The Operational control seqaent conalst# of flve L-_md Ionltor Stations (MS), three S-mandGroundAntennas frith
we additional antennas available on a part time basis}, and the Kaster Control Station (ES). The locations and
coveraqe of these qroundstarless is shorn in Figure I. The L-Bandtracking data Is transmitted from the monitor
stations to the MCS, TheE5 uses this infornation to qenerate nee orbital eleJents and clock states vhich are
trammltted tbrouqh the qroundantennas to the satellite. Information on the satellite's status Is also gained fr0_ the
ground nntanna S-Band telemetry. This system Is pictured In Flqure II. The GPS)kS In the hub of all the actlvlty In
the cmmnd and control of the llavstar syste|.
THEMASTERCONTROLSTATIONMANNING
The GI_ Master Control Station's operations center Is staffed vlth seven membersof Air Force Space Comnd'# Second
Satellltte Control Squadron. This qronp of seven people colprlse the basic space operations trey. There are five crws,
each vorhl_ for a perlod of six days followed by four idle days. The off days provide for crew rest, as veil as tratntnq
and standbydays. Theseoperationsc_evs |alntaln the Navstar constellation's state of health and navigation perforates
around the clock, ever_ day of the year.
There are currently slx positions In the operations center filled by the seven crew members. The GroundController
is responsible for the co_unlcatlon llnlu beWcen the llCS and each of the four ground antennas and flve monltor
stations. The Satellite 0peratlons Officer ts the posltlon tasked vlth maklnq contact vtth a qlven satellite from the
XCSthrouqh a grouud antenna to monitor a glven vehicle'# state of health and tranmlt any necessary comauds. The
Satellite F.uqlneerlnq 0filter Is responsible for ensurlnq that a spacecraft Is in qoed operattnq condition, all comands
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TABLE I: Comparison Of GPS Specifications To Other Navigation Systems. Accuracies Are Given For The Precise
Posltlonln S Service.
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CTS - Colorado Springs Tracking Station
CAPEG - Cape Canavera! Ground Antenna
ASC_G - Ascension Zsland Ground Antenna
_T_OOC - _$eRo Garcis Ground Antenqa
I_A_G - KwaJaleLn Atoll Ground Antenna
COSPH - Colorado Sprln_s HonLtor Station
&SCh_t - Ascension Island Monitor Station
DIEGOH - Diego Carcla Honltor Station
I_A._H - KvaJ_lein A_oll Honttor $_ton
HAUAXH - Hawaii Honltot Station
NOTE: CTS and CAPEC give coverage over &he Continencal United States oo a parr-time basis.
FIGUg£ 1: The GPS Groun_ Antenna and Honlto¢ Statton Locations and Their Respective Visibilities
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sent to the spacecraft are valid, and to respond to any anomlou behavior,
The Satellite ^nalysls Officer mnltors the L-_and _'acki_ data fru each of the menitor stations and verifies the
navigation performance of the GPSconstellation. The Ikputy Comander r_es care of all the boo]_eeping and upehannel
reporting of the crew's activities required In an Klr Force operation. Finally, there's the Creu Comnnder who manages
the entire crew and performs real-tlae reachedulinq of the operations center's activities.
At the present time, there are t_o Satellite Operations Officers while ever/other position ls filled by one crew
menber. TheGroundController is at this time the only enlisted persononczar. Every other position is st_affed by
Jnnlor officers. Thenext ten years vlll probablysee the Satellite OperatlousOfflcer positions g_v to three ,lots and
transition to enlisted personnel. TheDeputy Coaa_der posltlon is also llkely to be taken over by an enlisted person.
In addltlon to the operationscrews, the SecondSatellite Control Squs_onsupportsthese crevs vlth several other
sections. The Space Operations section directly supports the operations crew. The Scheduling Section produces a daily
schedule of events which the crew follows. The Trainlnq and StandardizationlEvnlustlon sections guarantee crew
proficiency In their Jobs. There's also an engineering support qrolp which Is broken don Into _,tlou responsible for
the analysis of the spacecraft bus, navigation payload, ground systea, and syatea da_nse, tinnily there Is a section
dedicated to interfacing vlth various users and a Coital Sectlon. _lI in all, there are approxinately IO! people in the
Second Satellite Control Squadronresponsible for the operation of the GPSconstellation.
It's the Satellite Analysis Officer crew position and the navigation payload section of the engineering analysis
group which york wlth the contents of thls paper. This _roup of people manages the Kalaan Filter algortt_ and results,
guaranteeing the end product to the GPSpoaltlonlng/tiainq users is usable, accurate, and within all published
specifications.
GPSOPERATIONALCONTROLSYSTEM
L1 AND L,2
NAVIGATIONSI_
MONITORSTATION
GROUND
ANTENNAE
MASTERCONTROLSTATION
NAVIGATIONSUPPORT
i CONSTELLATIONMAINTENANCE
FICU_E II: The GPS Operational C_ntrol Segrr_._l_. L-R_nd sl_naI_ tran6micted by each satellite are tracked
by the Honitor Stations. _avigatfon Cploads, Telemetry, and Commands are routed through the
Ground Antennas. The _ster Control Station _s the central processing location.
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The two fundanentalmeasuronentsusdebythellavstarsystenarepseudoremqe (PD udaccusulateddelta range (/,DR}.
Pseudoranqemuures the distance betveen a satellite and a wnitor 8tatlon on the Earth by accounting for the total time
between trumlusion and reception. This uanrment ls a "pseudo"range rather than a "true" range as a result of
delays encousteredon the si@al'spatb to the F_'th's surface. The equstlonnsed for pseudorungeby the !ItS is:
PR - c(xes-tTsv) (2)
_here I PR -
c =
tR_ S =
iTs v "
Pseudoranse HeasuremenC
Speed of Light
Time Signll Recelved by Honltor Statlon
Time Signal Transmitted By Satellite
The trumlsslon tlm is represented by _n integer nmher of z-counts vhere one ,-count is equal to 1.5 seconds. The
satellite and monitor station times are referenced to GPStime for synchronization.
kcmmulated delta renge (ADI) is a usanronent of total phase acmmlated betueon the tranratlslon ud reception of
the carrier signal. Acmmulnteddelta ruqe 18 qiven by the expresuion:
+.. ÷(+.- +.) (3)
WhePe, ADR -
)T$ V "
Accumulated Delta Range
Carrler Frequency
Honltor Station Phase Heasurement
Transmitted Satellite Phase
The only use for ADi's vttktn the GPScontrol se_ent is to aid in the moothlnq of pseudoruqe data. ADI's are
available primLrlly for the GPSuser comunltT to calculate relative velocities.
The l_ter Control Station eonttnuouly trnckn ud collects paeeudoruqe data from each satellite visible to the
sonitor station|. A paeudoruqe manremnt is _le every z-count on both the L1 and L2 signals received. Data
procensinq occurs at fifteen minute intervals. As shmm in Figure III, the _ beqlns to store data at each fifteen
nlnute point. Over each fifteen _nute interval the satellite tranmisuions are checked for correct parity and C/A to P
code lhndover _rd. Each manrm_t must also be _thin limits for siqnal/noiso ratio, code and phase slips, code and
carrier lock, ud first and seooud difference tests. At the end of the fifteen minute interval there is a five minute
valting period, This vaiting period in umd to retrieve uy data vhich my reside In n ,,onltor station's data buffer due
to short oomunioatlon, outuqes. After the five Itnnte nit, the data vhlch pasoed all edlttnq critertia for ray
pseudorenqe unsuronents durinq the fifteon minute interval are nov ready for procesolnq.
Each LI ad L2 neammre|entpassing the editing criteria is nov used to determine the lonospherleally corrected
pseudoranqe. The layers of the Earth's atmosphere approximtely between 61 and 641 1_ altitude constitute the
ionosphere. The ionosphere can vary greatly over the m-f_oe of the Earth for rich reuons an solar activity, the
effects of in, and the variation be_een day and uiqht. The ionosphere affects GP5by bending the transient carrier
signals. Fortunately, the L-Daudsignal frequencies used bt the llavstar system exhibit the property that the index of
refraction is proportional to the inverse square of the frequency. Since the cvo different carrier frequencies, L1 nnd
L2, measure the use distance betueen the satellite and the aonltor station, the proportlonallc_ constant can he
detentlned independent of the actual ionospheric conditions or the elevation of the satellites. The proporfonallty
oonot_t is qlven by:
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where
PR 1 • DLrect L1 pmeudoran_e _eaauwemen_
PR 2 • Direct L2 pseudorange measucemen_
fl • L1 carrier frequency • 1575._2 MHz
f2 " L2 tattler frequency - 1227.60 11]4z
Ustnqthe LI meeaurment, the lonorpherlctime delay nov becoees:
KT
AtL • 2cff
(4)
(5)
So each pair of L1 and L2 paeudora_qemeasurementsreceived at every z-count 18 used to transform the raw pseudoranqes to
an lonospherlcally corrected pseudoranqe vlth the equation:
• . . Ati) (6)pR I c (t _i_.S its v
The lonospherleally corrected pseudorange Is the only calcnlatton vhich occurs to the et_nal before fllter
proceuslnq. Other phenomenonvhlch affect the slqnal, such as troposhertc delay, relativity, and the free space delay
are accounted for vlthln the filtering system.
The ionosphertcally corrected paeudoranqes are nov ,soothed over the 15 ainute collection Interval to reduce the
meaurelent noise before hlmn Filter processtnq. A polynmial flt is _le to the lanospherically corrected
•paeudoranqes for each satellite-monitor statian neasuremnt pair. The mooched pseudoranqe is determined directly froa
the polynmlal and is set at the beginnl_ of the fifteen miunte intenal.
The vector containinq Pcothed pseudoranqes for each utelllte-mnltor sr4tlon pair Is defined as the ol_enatlon
vector. Thls obsenatlon vector _11 be processed by the IICSl_lsan Filter Co produce a state vector for each satellite
and ao_tor station as shownin Figure IV. The state vector for each satellite includes Its tner'clal position and
velocity, a stalin9 parmter (K1) and an acceleration peraneter (12) for a solar pressure force 1oriel, and clock bias,
drift, and drift rate. Themnttor s_tton state vector lnclzlea clock blea and drift, ud tropospheric heiqht.
To reduce the mgnltzie of the estimation problea, the IlLSuses an independent partitlonl_q athene. Each partition
Is male of s_tte vectors for up to six spacecraft and inclMes all -onitor station sr4tus. Thls schese reduces the
processinq load of the !_, allon for isolation of satellites _th poor perfornance, and gives the operator insight into
the qrousd stations' states beWeen partltlou.
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FIGURE III:
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22
A - 15 Minute Data Collection
Period (600 PR Measurements)
B - 5 Minute Wait Period
C - Approximately 2 Minute
Processing Interval
3O
Clock Representing The Time lnterval_ Ir Which 1"he MC_ Collect q And Processe,_ Pseudorange
Data. The Cycle Sho_ Above $tdrt,_ Every 15 Minutes.
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NASTER CONTROL STATIO_
f_ KALHAN FILTER
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(AO, AI, A2)
(KI. _2)
I
- Satellite State YectoT
- Monitor Station State Vector
- Satellite Inertial Position
- Satellite Inertial Velocity
- Atomic Clock Bias, Drift, sad Drift Rate
- Satellite Solar Pressure States
- Tropospheric Height
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The MCS Kalman Filter Uses Smoothed Pseudoranges To Detenmine The Satellite And Monitor Station States
Shown Above.
The purpose of the IRS_alma Filter is to esttmte the current states in a partition given the available
saasuresants In the observation vector. In the lOS sanlfestatlon of the _lssn Filter, the current state process ls
line_lzed vlth respect to a reference slates and then related to an epoch state residual process. The observation
process ls llneart:ed about an aprlort entlsste of the state vector and llkevlse related to to the epoch state residual
process. The [orsuiatlon of the MS lalsan Filter is described In the follovlnq paraqraphs to qlve some context to the
subsequent discussion of GPS[alJm Filter operations.
In the !_ l|plenentatlon of the Iklmn Filter, a predicted reference traJectorT and a set of reference clock states
exist. A slnple relation ls dravn het_een each state and the reference states at a specified tlsa. For exanple, the
current state residual is defined as the difference beWeen the current state and the reference state at a current tim:
_xt "_t " Xrer(t) (7)
The epoch state residual is defined as the difference between the epoch state and the reference epoch state at the
epoch t_e:
_-x0 " _o " _rer(o) (8)
The epoch states are sapped to the current states through a nonlinear state propaqation model (F[... ]) such that the
reference state at current ti_e can be %and from the reference epoch state at epoch ttsa:
_ref " F[t. t O , Xref(O)]
(9)
The current state can be found from the epoch state and their associated tlsas vlth:
x t - F{t. to._l (10)
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The relati0nshlpbe_een the state resldualsud their respectlveuappioq lunctlonz is pictured in Figure V.
that the reference state process shmm in _iuation 9 is a cmpletelT deterministic function.
For every state estimatinq partition, the state process is modelled in discrete time and given as:
Note
_(Tk÷ 1) - F[Tk+ 1, T k. _(Tk)] +_(T k) (II)
_eYs,
_,_ - State Vector
- State Process Noise
T k - Time of Current Data Interval
Tk+ l- Tlu_e of Next Data Znterval
The state ud state proeeua noise vectors are dimensioned by the nmber of states in a partition. This current
state process is llne_lzed by substitutinq Equation 7, at the discrete time, into Equation I1 and then performinq a
first deqree Taylor Series expaJxsionon the current state residual tern. With the substitution of Equation 9 at
discrete time into the expansion, the current state residual is found to be:
drtr + I. Tk, h 1
_(Tk+ l ) =
X'_Xref
FIGURE V:
tO t t
(Epoch States) (Current States)
lnterreIationship Between The Current State Residuals, The Epoch State Residuals, And Their
Happing Functions.
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By follo_nq the nase loqic, the current state residual is related to the epoch state residual by llnearizinq the
sapping function _th respect to the reference epoch state. Suhatit_tinq Equation 8 into 10, perforalnq a Taylor Series
expansion on the epoch state residual tern, and substit_tlnq Equation 7 results _th the equation:
_(Tk ) . nTk.TO. k 1 I
I),_o
If the t_o discrete tlne iotas of Equation 13 are substituted back into Equation 12 and alqebralcalli nanlpulated, the
final result is the epoch state residual process used by the MCS:
- ho<V+ ..<,>]-. <,,,
The state process noise is assBed to be a white gausslan process wlth zero man such that the expected values of
the state process noise have the iota:
EIZ(Tk)I - o .rid E[_(Tk)_(TL)] " Q(Tk) 6kL (IS)
kL • Kronecker Delta
TL = Any Other Data Interval
where Q represents the covariance natrlz for each state. The covartances have a constant value defined in the ]/CS
database, and are added at each Kalsan Hlter data lnter_al.
The observation process ls nodelled Is discrete tire with the nonlinear equation:
( ,6 )
The observation vector and process noise are dlnensloned by the total umber of oboervatlous mde IN a partition.
This equation relates the current state vector to the moothedpseudorancjes _th the state transition matriz, hi] with
the addition o{ neasureae_ process noise. This obser_ationproceu is llnearizedaboutanapriori state estisate and
then expressed in terms of the epoch state residual. The resulting llnearized equation is:
.,<.,<x-<>. ..-< (17)
a_I
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Asshorn in Equation 2 the pseudorangemasures the time delay between the time a monitor station received the given
signal. This time difference can be broken don further to its coaponenta rich thet the ob_enation model takes the
[Ore:
Where. AT T m Tropospheric Delay
TFs - Free Space Delay
_Tr - Relativistic Delay
_: = Monitor Station Clock OffsetSatellite Clock Offset
T k - Signal Transmit Ti '_ - Data Interval Time
TK " Signal Reception T£me
(18)
The last three term inside the brackets qive the timing offsets between the monitor station and satellite clocks. The
first two terms represent the propogation delay between the satellite and monitor station, l_r that the ionospheric
delay has already been accounted for In the dual frequency corrections made before smoothing. The clock offsets are
simply the time biasbeWeen either the satellite ormenitor station clock and GPStime. The free space, tropospheric
and relativistic delays viii briefly be described.
The free space delay is experienced by a satellite's transmitted signal due to the physical propogation path length
In vacum. The free space delay is given as:
l'sv(Tk) - _nS(_R)I
/_TFs(Tk • T R) = c (19)
RSV - Satellite InertSal Range
The monitor station reception time and the position vector for the menltor station phase center are fom/through an
Iteratlve process given the known tranmlt time.
The troposphere is the portion of the atlosphere which fills the volume beWeen the Earth's surface to an altltude of
about 12 kilometers. Themajor effect of tbe troposphere is to qlve an apparent increase in the sisal path length. To
help in the evaluation of tropospheric delay, three atmespheric parameters are measured at the monitor station recieving
the signal. These paraetere are ataospherlc pressure, teaperaturo, and dew point. Since different locations aromd the
world can have_dely varling conditions of the troposphere, the tropospheric height ismedeledas a state variable in
the estimation process of the Kalmanfilter. The tropospheric height is the actual altitude of the troposphere at the
monitor station.
¢
Thetropospheric delay is found vltb the equation:
'_ ! _ ,. co;,_) i2 '
Y_ (20)
_'__ r_ • (1-1c) _
F 8 : MOmitO¢ station Oacometri¢ Or_ssure converted tO
Kitopascals
T k = Monitor Statmon mea_ure_ temperature converteo-TtY-the
Kelvin scale
Frr_ = T_e radv_l Oist_ce from t_e _rt_'$ center to the
meteorological sensors.
Fmt = The rsOisl distance from the earth's C_ter to _h_
monttOr SlGIIO_ Gnlenn_
Fd = TroOosoher_c Ory ra_aus
_ = $_tel#_te elevationX = Trooospher|¢ ne,Vnt
= _stlmate of theDartial _ater v_Oor pressure
,_j
= (6.11_(10) _ u
1 C A=su_ed ietO_ra(lon consta_
0.95 _hene> 5._*
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Asatellite in orbit _ll experiencethe effect of special relativity due to lr_ speedwith respect to an observer
on the Earth. To the qromt o_ereer, the satellite clock will appear to be behind. The mene satellite elll also feel
the effect of general relativity because of the orblt's lower gravitational potential. To the same ground observer, the
satellite clock will appear to be ahead. The effect of general relativity Is greater so to compensate, the satelllte's
clock Is built to run at 1t.2999999545 _ rather than the lt.23 !_ of the monitor station clocks. With the satellite
In orbit the Wo clocks will appear to be sTnchronlzed.
Setttiq the satellite clock behind the mopAtor station clock vould completely accountfor the relativistic effects
if the satelllte's orbit vere perfectly circular. Since the satellite Is never in a perfectly clrcular orbit, a periodic
relativistic variance needs to be included with the equation:
_t r . -2e _a2 sLn(e) (21)
c
where
e = Orblt eccentrlcrtv
= IJnlvers_l _,'#vi tatiom41 Oarge_eter,
.,_ = _emi-e,gJOr axt_ OF Oc01t
E = EccunLrlc Anomaly From Kepler's Equation
/_t the end o( each data collection interval, a Kalsan Filter solutlon ls used to find the current state vector vlth
the llneartzed vhltened epoch state process (Equation 14) _d ob|ervatlon proeesa (Fxlual;lon 17), k 1;l|e update o_rs
first. In the ttse update, the aposterlorl state estimates from the prevlous data interval becoae the apt/or1 state
estimates for the c_rrent data interval. Process noise ls added to the sposterlorl covarlance natrlx to define the
aprlorl covartance satrlx for the current data Interval. The equations dictating the time update are:
'W_'le {'e,
6)o(T k)
Q(Tk ) m
[B(Tk) ] "
_ (Tk+ I ) _(T k)
_o(Tk+|) " _,Tk) - _(Tk_Q(T_)[B(Tk)] T
= Aprlorl esti_te of epoch state residuals siren past obae_atlons.
= Aposterlorl esti_te of epoch state residuals gives past and current
observations.
Covariances of the epoch state residuals.
Process Noise
(22)
_ter thetlmen_ate occ_s,a _]J_ _In ts cal_ated ut_ theaprlorlstatesandexpectedcovarla_cematrix:
• [H(.%))_o -
Theaposterlorlestimateof theepochstateresldualsforthe c_rentdataintervalis novfo_ fromtheequation:
(26)
UsingEquAtions$ andII,thecurrent statescanbe foundfromtheepochstateresiduals.
Withthellnearlzedepochstateprocess,11thecurrentstatedevlatlonfromthereferencestatesbecomestoo
large,thequalltyof theKCSl(alman)lltersolutloncandegrade,To avoldthlsproblem,theNCSupdatesreference
trajectorieseveryfourwee_sandwheneverllnearltyllmltsareexceeded.
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FIGURE VX-A: Typical Ephemeris State Performance. Inertial Position Offsets Have Been Transformed
into Body Radial, Along-Track, and Cross Track Deviations. The Offsets at Reference
Epoch are Zero. On the 28th Day, The Current Reference Trajectory is Replaced with a
New Reference Trajectory Based on the Current State Estimates at the New Epoch,
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Satellite Clock Bias Offset From CPS Time
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FIGURE VI-B: Satellite Cesium Atomic Clock State Bias and Drift Offsets From GPS Time. These Plots
are also Typical of Normal Performance. The Reference States for Clocks £n the CPS
Syatem are Determined from GFS Time, GPS Time is Derived from Either a Sl_gle Designated
"Haster Clock" or a Composition of All the Clocks In the GFS System. Note That There
Isn't any Apparent Influence on Clock States From Ephemeris States or Vice Versa.
IES ]_JWt FILTEROPERATIONS
Flqure VI-A indicates the typical performance of current state residuals over a period of one reek, approximately
threereeksaftera referencepoch.Agingofthereferencetrajectorystatesis evidentoverthlsperiod.Theaqlnq
occursbecauseonlymJor orbitalpert_rbatlonsaremodeledby theMasterControlStation,FlqureVI-Bshovstypical
cesiumatomicclockperformancecomparedtoGH tlaeoverthe saneperiodas theephemrlsstates.
EpochStateResiduals,CurrentStateResiduals,EpochStates,andCurrentStates,as wellas plotsovera twenty-
fourhourperiodareall availableforviewingtotheSatelliteAnalysisOfficer(SA0)at theendof eachdatainterval.
Thoughalvaysavailableto theSA0,thisIn[orm_ionis usuallyonlyaccessedvhenadditionaldataona givensituation
isneeded.
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The difference between the lonospherlcally corrected pseudoranqe and the pseudoranqe calculated from the aprlorl
state estimetes ls called the pseudorange residual. The SAOobserves the pseudoranqe residuals at the end of each data
processlnq interval. The value of the pseudoranqe residual is usually below three s_ers. Values such above six meters
are usually the first, and best indicator that there is a monitor station problem, satellite problsm, or possibly a poor
Kalman Filter model. If the pseudoranqe residual is above a dTnanic limit based on the covarlance matrix, the
measurement obtained during the data interval is not used in the update of the Kalman Filter model.
When there are problem with the state estlmtes of a satellite or monitor station, the SAOhas relatively fev
options to remedy the given situation. One option is to alloy the process noise to add over time such that the
measurement falls within limlts some time in the future. This option qenerally Isn't acceptable due to either the total
time involved or the size of the rejected measurement. If the error can be attributed to a satellite or ionitor station
clock state, the 5AOIs capable of specifically modifying the clock s_te based on the observed peendoranqe residuals.
Another option left to the SAOis to change the value of the covarlance matrix [P} in Equation 24. This action has been
inappropriately called the "0-Bump'. It's possible to modify either monitor station, satellite, clock, ephemeris, or
solar pressure state covariances. Any subset of these state covuriances can be "0-Bsmped"at the same time. The value
of the "Q-Bumped"covariances is prescribed in the MCSdatabase and can vary with different situations. It's also
possible to relnitlallze the estimation problem, but this action is usually a drastic step. In sore situations, various
MCSdatabase paraeters can be changedwhich affect the behavior of the Kalman Filter algorltlm.
There are r#o other tools used by the SAO. The first tool is the capability to mask the Kabetn Filter. Masking
prevents the update of the KalmanFilter state estimates with new data, thereby forcinq only a time update to occur each
data interval. The second tool Is the capability, on a non-interference basis, to reprocess the Kaiman Filter over a
tvenW four hour period with varying conditions. This reprocesslnq capability is quite poYerful and chiefly responsible
for the resolution of many problems.
The navigation data providing the GPSuser comunlty the precise ephsmerides needed for accurate positioning are
based on the Kalman Filter State estimates. Whena navigation data upload is generated for tranmlsslon to a ltavstar
spacecraft, the satelllte's ephemeris is predicted by using the aposterlorl state estlmtes" to differentially correct
the reference trajectory. The clock states are predicted merely by propagating the aposterlori clock state estimates
into the future. These ephemeris and clock state predictions are transmitted to the spacecraft vlth S-Band and, through
the satellite, transmitted to the user comunity L-Bandat the appropriate time.
TheMasterControlStation'sinsightintothequalityof theuploadpredictionisperfomedvltht_mstatistical
measures using the ]_almanFilter state estimates. The first measure is the Estimated Range Deviation {ERD). The ElD is
the difference beWeen the aposterlorl estimate of pseudoranqe and the pseudoranqederived from the upload prediction
fora particularvehicle.TheERDis calculatedfora mathemtlcallydeterminedsetof locationsaroundtheworldand
eachGPS satellitevisibletothoselocations.NormallyEID'sgrowovertim Indlcatlnqa slowdeqradationof the
uploadprediction.FlqureVIIshowsthisaqlnqprocess.TheneedtouploadeachNavstarspacecraft_th newnavigation
dataon a dailybasisis apparentIn FigureVlltomaintainthespecifiednavigationperformance.ElD'susuallyvarya
littlemorethansho_ in FigureVll dueto suchaspectsas monitorstationvislbiliW,timluqofthe uploadcreation,
and clockmovement.ThesecondmeasureofperformanceistheObservedmangeDeviation(ORD).The ORD isthedifference
theIonosphericullycorrectedsmoothedpseudoranqeandtheaposterioripseudoranged teminedby thenavigationupload
stateprediction.An O_ Is producedforeachsatellitevisibletoa monitorstation.TheOIDcanbe a goodindicator
ofnaviqatlonperformance.ShouldtheERD'sandOlD'sriseabovea tolerance,setby the_S as I! Meters,a
contingencynavigationdatauploadwillbe accomplishedtomaintainuserspecifiedaccura_. Equationsdescrlbinqthe
Psendorangeresidual,EID,andORI)aregivenbelo¥:
FRR - SPRij - pR(_X)Lj . PseudoranKe Residual
ERD - pR_.)i j PR(Xuploa d prediction)iJ - EsClmmted Rang@ l)ev/ation
ORD = SPRij - PR(_uplo_ d predlction)iJ - Observed s-uSe Davlatlon
(2f
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FIGURE VII:
ffOIJRS OF THE DAY
Typical Upload Prediction Perform.nee as Reported by ERD's. Perforlance is Heasured
_alnst Range based on Current State Estimates. Mavtgatlon Uplosds Contsln Ephemarle
and Clock State Predictions B_eed on the Host Current State Estilultes.
ItESPONSETO_Og.q,OUSDEFrs
In January1989, a Cesiumatomic clock aboard Navstar vehicle nmber 11 failed. Thls failure necessitated a clock
switch on board the spacecraft to a Rubldtomatomic clock. A "O-Bump"on the natelllte's clock states was perfomed
after the hardware failed. The Kalman Filter estimates had stabilized to new clock states in approximately six hours.
This performance is shown in Figure VIII, The transient during this twelve hour period is readily observed. Onemonth
prior to the clock switch, the spacecraft bus section of the 2SCSengineering support group, predicted the cesium clock
failure. As the tlme of the predicted failure approached the bad clock's performance was deteriorating. This
deterioration is barely discernible in the clock drift plot shou In Fignre VIII. Even with the deteriorated clock,
performance of the satelllte's navigation payload was maintained through a series of KalmanFilter clock state
modifications and contingen_ navigation data uploads. Onthe fifth day of the year, maintaining performance through
this means became impractical, so the satellite was set "Unhealthy"to the user comunity and the atomic clock was
switched. At this time, the KalmanFilter was maskedto prevent update of the satelllte's clock and ephelerls states
and the new Rubidiumclock was allowed to "ears up". Onthe sixth day of the year, the clock state "0-Bmp"was
perfomed. Clock performance was observed over the next several days and Navs_r 11 was set back "Healthy'. on the
tenth day of the |onth.
Flq_re IX illustrates the impact of a satellite trajectory perturbance. In this case, Navstar 1Qcase out of a
solar eclipse with an attitude error. This error was sensed by the spacecraft's Attitude and VeloclW Control Subsystem
(ARCS),andcompensatedwithan attitudethrusterfiring.The impacton thetrajectoryinthisinstancewas readily
followed by the KalmanFilter State estimation process. In the situation shown in Figure If, only a contlnqen_ upload
was required to maintain navigation performance and a new reference trajectory was built approximtely one week after
the event to prevent llnearlty failures.
Satellite Vehicle thruster aomnt_dmps look very similar to Flqure If, lmtmaybe more severe. 1ormally the
satellite will reduce reaction wheel momentumthrough variable setti_ magnets which torque the vehicle. Occasionally,
solentumwlll saturate the satelllte's reaction vheels at which time the vehicle's AVCSviii comand a thruster mementm
dump. Sometimes this event may not be seen by the l/Cadue to visibility constraints. The momntumdumpvlll mauifest
itself with grovlnQ ERI)'sand OID's with respect to the ephamerlsestimate and after WenW four hours, the paeudoranqe
residuals will be rejected since the resulting states are above the calculated limits, indicating a mimedellinq
problem. In this situation, the KalmanFilter is reprocessed with an ephemeris conrianee "O-Bump"near the expected
time of the thruster momentumdump. Usually only a conttngencyupload is needed to maintain navigation performance
followed up later with a new reference trajectory based on the changed state estimates. If the pseudoranqe residuals,
ERD's and OIb's are over tolerable limits the satellite is set "Unhealthy"to the user comunity.
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FIGURE VIII: The Satellite Clock State Reaction to a "Q-Bump" After a Clock Failure and Switch on
NAVSTAR 11. The Determination of the New Clock States was Relatively Quick. Very Small
Perturbations Affected the Ephemeris States. A Full Description of This Anomaly is in the
Text.
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The Affect on Ephemeris State Estimates After an Attitude Thruster Firin4_ on NAVSTAR |0.
Satelllte Thruster MolmntumDumpa and Well-Modeled Delta-V Manuever8 Show the Same
Characteristics as this Plot. Radial and Cross-Track Devlatlons are not Shown for Brevity.
There wasn't any Noticeable Clock State Perturbations due to this Ephemeris Chsnge.
DKTA-VPLANNII_ANDMODELINGI_ROVEH_'S
Prior to 1989, satellites undergoing I)elta-V orbital maneuvers were usually set "Unhealthy" to the user comunity
for a period of four days after the trajectory change. The engineers and the analysts in the 2 SCSdidn't believe that
this type of perforsance was acceptable. There were several efforts sade to shorten the total "Unhealthy" time due to a
Delt_-V.
The first improvements were lade in the area of Delta-V planning. The location of a GPSsatellite is required to
be at a specific longitude of ascending node _th a tolerance of +1- 2 degrees. Whena satellite originally approached
this tolerance boundarT, a station _aintenance Delta-V was perfomedto return the satellite to its targeted geographic
node. Since longitudinal acceleration always has a constant direction with respect to a specific geographic node, It
was recognized that targeting for the far liait houndar?would increase the time between station |alntenance maneuvers.
Figure X pictures the difference between these Wo targeting schemes. But there was one conpllcatlon. Due to the
configuration of the first generation GPSspacecraft, belta-V's had to occur within specific beta-angle _ndovs. This
led into research directed at characterizing the per(omance of the 1.1 lb thrusters used for statlonsalntenance
maneuvers in GPS. Previous Oelta-V planning tools modeled the thrust produced by the e.1 lb rociet engine as an initial
tbxust followed by a linear decrease in force. Data froi the |anufacturer of the rocket engines shoved a thrust build
up to a peak followed by a decreasing force. T_e difference be_een these two thrust models ls shown in Figure XI.
Since small errors In the force sodel of a Delta-V can translate into large position errors several aonths downthe
road, a progran was written incorporating this new thruster sedel. _tslng for saxisus rise between station keeping
maneuvers with accurate beta-angle windowplacezent reduced the nu_er of Delta-V's and the total "Unhealthy" tlae due
to station keeping.
OF POOP. QUALITY
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The 1_ defines total Delta-V efficiency as the observed change in orbit semt-MJor axis comparedto the expected
change In the seml-|aJor axis. The first generation, research and development (Block I), Navstar spacecraft tend to
have Delta-¥ efficlencies of 92_;. The second generation, operational (Block II) satellites generally have Delta-V
e((tclencles of 99_. )lany factors can affect ])elta-V efficiency Including rocket exhaust l_ly lsptngment, variable
thruster efficlenctes due to temperature, catalyst, engine aisallonment differences, or attitude motion and attitude
thruster firings. Figure XlI shows a Block II satellite with naJor axis body reference frame. The O.1 lb thrusters are
located on a thruster pod as Indicated In this figure. Block I satellites have a similar co_tquratton. OnenaJor
difference beWeen the Wo t_es of vehicles ls that the Block I spacecraft only have thrusters located along the Y body
axis. Block II spacecraft have thrusters all@ed along both the Y and X body axes. Given that the Y axis rocket engine
exhaust impinges against the satellite body, and Block II Delta-V's are performed using the I body axis thruters, the
majority of the Block I Delta-V efficiency loss can probably be attributed to the thrust lmplngment. The Delta-V
efficiency has been trended for each satellite and the }!C$coJpensates for inefficiencies during the planning of a
Delta-Y. Uafortunately, Delta-V efficiency doesn't only vary fromvehicle to vehicle, but beWeen klta-Y's as well.
Delta-Y mnenvers are modeled In the Kalun Filter's reference trajectory for the satellite underqolN the
maneuver, kfore 1989, an l_lse _lel was used to account for the klta-V In the reference trajectory. The impulse
model instantaneously changes the reference trajectory at the midpoint time of the orbital naneuver. Thoughthe impulse
model was adequate for short duration nsneuvers, Delta-Y's of varying, and greater lengths than a few minutes were not
well modeled. _ thrust model was implemented which integrates the force of the rocket engines over the duration of the
burn. This thrust model still uses the old linear force model mentioned above, but the prediction accuracy was still
better than the JJpulse model. The thrust model had another advantage; the effects of attitude motlon could be
approxtaated with the available thruster atsaltqnaent Inputs. _hen rocket engine characterization work began, a
database of attlt_de motion during naneuvers also was started. This data could nowbe incorporated into the thrust
model to better improve its prediction accuracy.
THRUSTER POD
+V---
FI6L'RE XII: Picture of the Block I| .*;AVSI,_,]< _._a,_¢raft _lth thv 311wtJ_t,.r Pod Indlcatvd. On illock ]!
Satellites, St;,-ti,-_n ,_:3tnte.-.uu.',.. !hru.';L_'rs ar¢' ..,"'.'t_d ,','o**_, R,,_h The X ;rod ': ._,xes, li_,,t,:h
'_._ually Only Ti_e X Diret'tion Thrusters .1re On,.d. F,]o,-k ! S;tt,-|lites Ofllv II,l,.'c Thu "i A:.;i_
T1_rllstpt_.
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Until very recently, lmediately after a thruster firing, a "Q-Bump"on the satellite's ephemeris states was used
to account for the errors in the lklta-V model. Theparameters used in the covarlance matrix for the "O-Bump"were
excessively large given the available thrust model. Work had begun on optimizing the values to set the covarlance
matrix after a Delta-V until It was discovered that the process noise expression in Equation 14 could be modified with
values based on the Delta-V duration and expected error. Between the new thrust model, approximation of attitude
errors, and the addition of maneuver process noise, large Delta-V's are beginning to look llke the attitude thruster
firing in Figure K. Before 1989, satellites were unavailable to the user comunity for up to four days after a
maneuver. Today the samemaneuver will cause under six hours of unavailability.
But improvements can still be made. An effort Is under way to Include tbe same rocket engine thrust curve pictured
in Figure XI and used with maneuver planning in the reference trajectory thrust model. A rather simple relation is used
currently to calculate the amount of process noise. Thouqhthis relation performs well, determination whether it's
optimal needs to be made. In the near future, attempts to approximate the attitude thruster firing which occurs during
a typical Delta-V will be made.
CONCLUSIONA DRECO_fl)ATIONS
Overall, The MCSKalman Filter is quite robust. The bottom line ls that highly accurate navigation data is
routinelytransmittedto a worldwide communityof militaryandcivilianusers withminimalinterruptioni service.
The online monitoring and control of the Kalman Filter is relatively simple. However, some improvements in the
operation of the NC5KalmanFilter could be made. For example, many parameters which reside in the MC5database, such
as the [P1 matrix value for "O-B,mps"or Delta-V process noise would yield more control If they were updatable on the
online system. The aging of the reference trajectory would be less and ephemeris upload prediction would be better if
more orbital perturbations were modeled. Better clock predictions should be possible.
The MC5should have a capability to monitor user accuracy that is independent of the Kalman Filter. The way ERD's
and ORD'sare calculated assumes that the KalmanFilter solution ls truthful. It's easily possible for the MCS
operators to see large ERD's and ORD'son a satellite which is a result of Kalaan Filter corruption. Thanksto the MC5
partitioning scheme this error can be caught rather quickly as the corruption starts to affect other states In the
partition. Unfortunately it's still possible to be fooled and mistakenly upload satellites with corrupted data,
therefore an independent check is needed.
For Delta-V's, it's apparent vlth the proper engineering data on a vehicle system and associated rocket engines,
highly accurate trajectory predictions are possible. Thoughrelatively late for the GPSsystem, satellite attitude
motion and attitude thruster firings during a maneuver could have been accounted for real time with data from rate
gyroscopes on board the satellite. This data could have been used in a specialized Kalman Filter routine designed for
maneuvering spacecraft. To counter the variability In Belta-V efficlencles, It is highly recommendedto have
thrusters located on a satellite such that their thrust is directed outvards, minimizing any potential body
impingement.
Finally,designershouldbe carefulnotto oversimplifythedataavailableto theoperatorof systems
incorporatinga l(almanFilter,whilenotmatingtheoperationof theFilteroverlycomplex.Thefullpotentialof a
systemshouldalsoberealizedgiventhedesignconstraintsif at allpossible.I believetheNC5XaluanFilter
experienceshowswhatoperationspersonnelcanpulloffgiventherelativefreedomtomakeimprovements.
R_EREN_S
I) Informationonthegeneralnatureandhistoryof theGlobalPositioningSystemcanbe foundin:
"Global Positioning System" Volmes I, II, and III, PublishedbyTbe Institute of Navigation, WanhlngtonDC., 198t.
2) Informationon thedesignoftheMC$KalmanFllterwas obtalnedfrom:
"ComputerProgramDevelopmentSpecificationfortheNCS _phemerls/CloctComputerProgram:AppendixA" USAFContract
FQUQI-SQ-C-Q@II,SpecificationNumberCP-NCSEC-302C.
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